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Abstract: Modern society is developing in conditions of pressing social, economical and ecological problems. Since Russian big 

industrial business as part of society has an effect on its development, social responsiveness becomes increasingly important. Value of social 
responsiveness is in minimizing negative implications of company production operation, in solving climate, global and local development. 
Thanks to social responsiveness business becomes more well-established socioeconomically, gets an opportunity of increasing its intangible 
assets. 
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Modern society is developing in conditions of pressing social, 
economical and ecological problems. Since Russian big industrial 
business as part of society has an effect on its development, social 
responsiveness becomes increasingly important. Value of social 
responsiveness is in minimizing negative implications of company 
production operation, in solving climate, global and local 
development. Thanks to social responsiveness business becomes 
more well-established socioeconomically, gets an opportunity of 
increasing its intangible assets. 

Broad introduction of corporate social responsibility to the 
practice is dated to 70-s of the XXth century. Nowadays 
governments of all leading countries associate socio-economic 
development with expansion of social responsibility of business 
organizations. This approach - to economic growth through the 
social responsibility as a factor of permanent development – is the 
basis of issued in 2000 Lisbon Strategy as a policy document of 
socio-economic development of European Union [10]. 

Any company aims to maximize efficiency, which allows to 
produce and sell high-quality products, to pay dividends to 
shareholders etc. However, the activities of commercial 
organizations also have a pronounced social part. Social 
responsibility of business in economy is the corresponding quality 
of goods and services, high security of  production, normal working 
conditions for staff etc. 

Till now foreign management theory has no classical definition 
of corporate social responsibility. The meaning of this concept may 
be defined in many ways and it is very subjective, but one can 
highlight its main characteristics. In contrast to legal responsibility, 
social responsibility does not involve hard standards [9]. It is a 
voluntary businessmen’s duty to follow the policies to make such 
decisions and to follow such activities that are desirable from the 
point of view of aims and values of the society. In other words, it is 
a kind of a social contract between employers, communities and the 
state, and the  purpose is to promote the welfare of the whole 
society. 

One usually classifies socially responsible behavior as [5]: 
- Charity; 
-Development of social programs (health, education, etc.) to 

support the company staff; 
- Development of social programs aimed to support the local 

community; it is completed by companies; 
- Additional (i.e. over and above the legally stated) informing 

customers about the company's products; 
- Voluntary withdrawal of  products in the event of  hazard for 

the consumer. 
The main problem is to define the level owners are ready to be 

included in the work on social situation analysis on their 
management facilities and in the regions. It is obviously that the big 
businessman primarily is busy making money and counting profits. 

 

Social responsiveness becomes especially important against 
the backdrop of a global financial crisis. At period of economic 
recovery  some companies viewed  a socially responsible  policy as  
advantageous process of self -image investment, but in new 
conditions the pure economical efficiency of such investment 
becomes dubious as minimum. This highlights social aspects of 
responsiveness facing the society. 

When discussing the issues of corporate social responsibility, 
the emphasis is usually done on corporate responsibility. There are 
many reasons. Large companies are powerful, they are able to bring 
great benefit and great harm. They employ a large number of people 
who fall under their influence. In their turn cities and regions where 
the corporations locate their production, also depend on them. Mass 
production creates a lot of waste, often toxic one[9]. 

Criteria for assessing corporate social responsibility may vary 
depending on several factors. For example, the region the company 
operates in, its value, the capital structure, etc. Among the criteria 
there can be security assessment of the environment, the quality of 
produced goods and services, employee relations, activity in a 
variety of charitable programs. 

2008-2009 crisis decreased social programs volume, 
performed by Russian industrial companies. In 2010 incremental 
recovery of different social projects became. But in 2012-2013 
because of long -term overcoming of global financial crisis 
ramifications and expecting new economic malaise in the world 
most big industrial enterprises significantly decreased their social 
projects. 

The development of socially responsible business concept is 
important today because tendency of masse industrial enterprises 
restructuring appears. These processes are accompanied with 
serious social risks: amid the crisis going with the reduction of 
output, industrial capacity, the task of decreasing appeared social 
risks gets priority for industrial companies and its performing is 
possible only under conditions of socially responsible business. 

Now to activate suitable solution the next questions should be 
studied: 

1. Russian industrial business should activate the process of 
transmitting social responsiveness into legal basis; 

2. Government and society are the main distributors of modern 
industry in Russian conditions; 

3. Government has economical, political administrative and 
media resources and industry has financial, expert innovative ones, 
which could be used more effective to execute social policy in the 
country; 

4. Industry social responsiveness against government and 
society is multy leveled and executed according to four models: 
model of suppression and enforcement, model of patronage, model 
of government noninterference, model of social partnership of 
power and industry. 
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In view of prevailing conditions Russian industrial 
organizations influence little on government policy. Among reasons 
for such situation is insufficient development of civil society and 
legislation gaps. Lack of finance and all Russian industrial unions 
loyalty to their leaders impede social responsiveness and that 
prevents effective government relations. At the same time public 
and locals should be kept informed regularly of charity and its 
development meeting state interests, that charity movement is 
considered by government positively.  

Social responsiveness should be realized as providing needs of 
current Russian generation and developing opportunities of meeting 
future generation requirements. 

Genuine social responsibility of business is not only heavy 
donations to people education, but such an organization, which 
would provide stable financial state of workers, social protection, 
education and opportunities for inner growth. 

Russian business history researchers came to the conclusion 
that only in the beginning of  the XXth century individual 
entrepreneurs, mainly the younger generation began to abandon 
patronage and charity in favor for the immediate social protection of 
their workers. There were established kindergartens, hospitals, 
schools, trade schools, libraries at factories, and there were 
organized visits to the theaters and charity concerts. And this was 
done not out of pure philanthropy, but primarily because of 
awareness of the prudent owner needs in disciplined, skilled and 
socially prosperous workforce [5]. 

In Russia after the mid-90s years of the XXth century social 
responsibility of business initially was manifested as individual 
social programs at individual enterprises. According to foreign 
specialists estimates some Russian factories were the best in the 
world, not only in terms of devices and equipment, but also in terms 
of solving social problems. [7] Companies are responsible for the 
society where they operate, above and beyond to ensure the 
effectiveness, employment, profits, and following the laws. 
Companies should therefore devote part of their resources and 
efforts to the social development of the society; they are obliged to 
sacrifice for the benefit and improvement of the society. Moreover, 
the society has certain reposes and stereotypes of  an organization 
should behave to be considered a good corporate member of the 
society. 

To encourage charity on state's part at the period of global 
financial crisis uneconomic methods come to the fore. The aim of 
such activity is moral encouragement of all charity participants, 
public and prospective investor motivation strengthening, 
inspiration of charity involvement. Appreciation of local 
philanthropist's merits and energy of charity movement on official 
government institutions' part are significant factor of public opinion 
formation and industrial company charity activation. 

Moral encouragement using at the federal level is limited. 
Some departments only start their attempts to use them in the form 
of conferring decorations, certificates of honor for charity activity. 

Such ways are used more active at Russian region level. Here 
being engaged in solving lots of social problems, facing closely 
specific results of industrial company charity activity, authorities 
highly appreciate its significancy and possibilities. Attraction of 
industrial company extra resources as part of charity to perform 
many tasks including additional budgetary institution financing 
becomes the main and an integral part of regional policy in social 
field. In regions of Russia there are a lot of examples of industrial 
company charity programmes, focused on child support, education, 
science, culture, local associations and civic initiatives. 

Also, realizing that not only industrial investments, but social 
ones should be effective, directed to achieve stable positive results 
becomes more obvious in Russia.  For industrial organizations 
smart management in the field of corporate social programme goes 
to the frontburner. Information dissemination on positive experience 
in this field becomes problem number one at present. 

Russian charity of industrial companies is at the very outset of 
establishment. There is the process of current charity tradition 
realizing going on. At the moment we can say, that up-to-date 
activity of Russian industrialists is similar to neither pre-

revolutionary one with its Christian benevolence nor Western one 
with its tough minded amelioration. 

One of perspective forms of interaction non-commercial and 
industrial sectors is social entrepreneurship, realized as 
entrepreneurial business based on principle of self-repayment, 
innovativeness and soundness, focused on solving pressing social 
problems by accumulative saving, that has long-term positive 
changes in the society. Such industry can be named as business with 
social mission. Social entrepreneurship combines both charity 
organization elements and business firm using entrepreneurial 
approach. This is a new approach to perform social tasks. 

The problem of social responsibility of business development 
is particularly relevant today in Russia. This is due to the fact that 
the process of capital accumulation was primitive. Privatization was 
carried out simultaneously with the formation of the state, when 
there were no market economy laws. All that was accompanied with 
corruption growth and criminalization of the society. As the 
consequence there was the domestic business negative image in the 
West and in Russia. As a result, due to the extremely low valuation 
of intangible assets, Russian companies were undercapitalized. [9] 

Should the business be socially responsible? For Russia, this 
way is just beginning. Russian companies, on the one hand, try to 
develop specific approaches to social responsibility, to implement 
international principles of transparency, environmental safety, labor 
relations, public support. On the other hand, they are forced to build 
their policies in a state of social sphere crisis in Russian regions,  
unstable socio-economic situation. So the decision could be the 
development of such approaches to social responsibility, which 
would be based on generally accepted international principles, but 
would take into account the realities of Russia today. Therefore, the 
question if business should be socially responsible, is still not 
solved for many local businessmen. But the answer is quite simple: 
it should be. First of all, socially active behavior has a direct impact 
on business reputation. In addition, the business gets a competitive 
advantage over other firms operating in this market: they have an 
access to the intellectual capital, increase brand value, reduce costs. 
Corporate and social responsibility of business affects the value of 
companies’ shares, increases reputational capital of  business. [10] 

The processes of globalization, which allowed firms in 
different countries to increase their income by expanding their 
market position, led to wider gap between income of population. 
Society, as it was divided into two classes: the elite (owners, 
managers, employees of world-wide corporations), and the 
population serving to the elite. However, the growing income gap of 
these classes did not cause major corporations response on how to 
improve the security of the society, the level and quality of life [13]. 
It is particularly noticeable in Russia 

If Russian companies implement corporate codes, it is mainly 
to declare to the capital market and potential investors that they 
have a code of corporate governance, that they are willing to 
disclose their "transparency", that they are ready to carry out 
civilized norms of business conduct. 

There is an urgent need for unified corporate social 
responsibility to the society as a whole, understanding the 
importance of social policy as a necessary condition of "decision"  
of  all groups of  corporate audience. 

Most of Russian industrial companies which came into the 
Western markets had to use standards of corporate social 
responsiveness, adopted in developed countries. Foreign experience 
in this field is rather important to understand social responsiveness, 
but Western standards imitating without taking into account Russian 
specificity can't be successful problem solving. For Russian practice 
formation of new approaches to social responsiveness with 
maximum consideration of Russian reforms implications is 
required. At the period of privatization large industrial institutions 
were concentrated on national wealth, but didn't take on the mantle 
for social economic development of Russia. 

The theme of social responsibility becomes more actualized in 
minds of Russian business, as companies and corporations are not 
only the basis of economic relations, but they will affect the social 
processes taking place in modern society. Business becomes more 
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involved in society life, it goes out beyond the scope of its 
professional orientation. It must build relationships with a variety of 
related parties, as its activities, in addition to the internal 
environment, is influenced with external environment - authorities, 
non-profit organizations, consumers, mass media, international 
organizations and partners, people on the territory where the 
enterprise is located, and so on. 
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